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Abstract 
We prove a formula that gives a relationship between the number of fixed points of an 
automorphism of a quotient hypermap and that of its liftings. 
1. Introduction 
This work belongs to a research field whose goal is to establish a combinatorial 
theory of Riemann surfaces. The combinatorial study of these surfaces' topology, 
made effective by their tessellation i to polygons, naturally leads to the consideration 
of a map, that is a pair of permutations (c~, a), one corresponding to the edges and the 
other to the vertices of these polygons. The connectedness of the surface is ensured by 
the transitivity of (~, o) (see below for a detailed explanation or [5]). 
Some properties of the automorphisms of the surface correspond then to the 
properties of Aut(~, a), centralizer of both :~ and a in the symmetric group. An example 
is given by a classical result known as the Riemann-Hurwitz formula which relates the 
genus of the surface, the genus of it quotient surface with respect o an automorphism 
group G and the number of points fixed by all elements in G on the surface. Defining 
the genus of the map in function of the number of cycles of ~, a and :ca, Machi showed 
that the formula holds for Aut(:C 0) (see Section 2 or [7]). 
Map theory has been generalized in a natural way to one for hypermaps by Cori 
([3]) and can be related to hypergraph t eory (see [4] and below). Searching for links 
between a hypermap and its quotient hypermap with respect o an automorphism 
group (see [4] or [6] for another approach), we have formalised in [2] the concept of 
induced automorphism proposed in [1] which can be understood as follows. Let (co or) 
be a hypermap, ~~ Aut(~, a), G a subgroup of Aut(~, o) and let (& if) be the quotient 
hypermap of (~,~r) with respect o G. When q; belongs to the normalizer of G in 
Aut(~, a), the automorphism t~induced by ~b on (:L if) is well defined. 
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In the case where G is a cyclic group of prime order, we proved in [2] a formula that 
gives a relationship between the number of fixed points of ~ and that of 0 and ~b~,, 
where q~ is a generator of G, on (~, cr). In this paper we provide the generalised formula 
which states that the number of fixed points of~ can be viewed as the average number 
of fixed points computed over all its liftings ~bO, q5 ~ G, on (:~, ~). The result is 
illustrated on a hypermap of genus 3. 
2. Hypermaps and automorphisms 
Let us recall a few definitions that appear in the Cori-Machi's survey on 
hypermaps [4]. 
Definition 2.1. A hypermap is a pair of permutations (~,a) on B, the set of darts (or 
brins), such that the group they generate is transitive on B. When ~ is a fixed-dart-free 
involution, (7, a) is a map. The cycles of ~, cr and ~-Icr are called hyperedges, vertices 
and faces, respectively. 
Note that considering the permutation ct- ltr means applying first ct - 1 and then ~ so 
that permutations are multiplied from left to right. 
Euler's formula gives the relationship between the numbers of cycles of these three 
permutations: 
z(~)+z(a)+z(~- la)=n +2-29 ,  
where n = card(B), 9 is a non-negative integer, called the genus of (c~, or), and where for 
any permutation 0,z(O) denotes the number of its cycles (see [4] or [7]). 
Definition 2.2. An automorphism q~ of a hypermap (~, a) is a permutation commuting 
with both ~ and cr: 
a~b=qSa and aqS=~ba. 
Thus, the full automorphism group of (c~, a), denoted by Aut(ct, a), is the centralizer 
in Sym(n) of the group generated by ~ and a. A subgroup G of Aut(c~,a) is an 
automorphism group of (~, a); the transitivity of (c~, a) implies that Aut(c~, a) is semi- 
regular (see [4]). Recall here that a semi-regular g oup is defined by the fact that all its 
orbits are of the same length, namely IG I. 
We denote by Zo((a) the number of cycles of a permutation 0 fixed by an automor- 
phism ~b and by z(q~) the total number of cycles of e,a, and ~-10" fixed by qS; since 
a cycle of either ~, tr or c~- lt~ will be called a point, g((a) represent the fixed points of 
~b on the hypermap, o(~b) is the order of qS. 
We now define an equivalence r lation R on the set B. 
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Definition 2.3. Let G be an automorphism group of hypermap (~, a). Two brins b I and 
bE are equivalent, blRb2, if they belong to the same orbit of G. 
This leads to the following definition. 
Definition 2.4. The quotient hypermap (& if) of (~, a) with respect o an automorphism 
group G, is the pair of permutations (zL~) acting on the set/~, where B = B/R is the set 
of equivalence classes of brins under the relation R and zL ff are the permutations 
induced by ~ and a on B. 
The following Riemann Hurwitz formula relates the genus 7 of (4, ~) to the genus 
g of (~, ~) (see [7]): 
(RH1) 2g -2  = card(G)(23, -2 )  + ~ Z(qb). 
4, E G-  ',id'b 
It follows that 7 ~< g. In case G is a cyclic group, G = (qS), (RH1) becomes 
0{40- 1 
(RH2) 2g - 2 = o(~b)(27 - 2) + '~, Z(4,) i.
i~ l  
3. Induced automorphisms 
The following theorem give the conditions under which an automorphism can be 
induced on a quotient hypermap. Its proof is to be tbund in [2]. 
Theorem 3.1. Let (~, a) be a hypermap, G an automorphism group qf(~, a) and (& ~) the 
quotient hypermap of(a, a) with respect o G. Then for any element ~ of Aut(~, a) such 
that the group G is normal in (G, ~b), the permutation ~, defined as ~ = ~9/G, is an 
automorphism of(& 6). 
Definition 3.2. The permutation tfi is called the induced automorphism of tp on (& 6). 
We also say that ~ induces ~ on (4, if). 
In the special case where G is generated by an automorphism ~b of prime 
order p and where ~ is an element of Aut(~, a), we have the following formula proved 
in [2]: 
Case 1: ~ commutes with qS. 
If ~ is of order m where p and m are coprime, then 
p~t~)  = z(4,) + (p - 1)zi,~4,). 
If ~ is of order pn, p and n coprime, and q5 belong to (0) ,  then 
PZ0fi) = Z(~") + (P - 1)Z(0). 
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If 0 is of order p"n, m > 1, p and n coprime, and ~b belong to (~),  then 
ztO) = z(~). 
If ~, is of order pro, m being any integer, and 4' does not belong to (qJ), then 
p-1  
PX(~) = Z X(O~ hi) 
i=0 
and 
X(~4~ i) - 0(modp). 
Case 2: ~b does not commute with q~. Then 
z(~) = z(~). 
Example 3.3. We give an example of Theorem 3.1 on a hypermap of genus 1 
admitting as automorphism group the unique non-commutative group of order 
21. 
Let (~, a) be the following: 
a = (1, 10, 4)(2, 13, 7)(3, 17, 20)(5, 9, 16)(6, 15, 21)(8, 19, 12)(11, 18, 14), 
= (1, 2, 3)(4, 5, 6)(7, 8, 9)(10, 11, 12)(13, 14, 15)(16, 17, 18)(19, 20, 21), 
~- la  = (1, 17, 5)(2, 10, 8)(3, 13, 21)(4, 15, 11)(6, 9, 19)(7, 16, 14)(12, 18, 21). 
Then Aut(~, a) is generated by two permutations: 
= (1, 5, 17)(2, 6, 18)(3, 4, 16)(7, 21, 11)(8, 19, 12)(9, 20, 10)(13, 15, 14), 
~b = (1, 13, 22, 8, 16, 20, 6)(2, 14, 12, 9, 17, 21, 4)(3, 15, 10, 7, 18, 19, 5). 
If we take the quotient of (~, a) by {~b), we obtain the hypermap (~, 6) of genus 0: 
6 = (1)(2)(3), 
= (1,2,3), 
£ - t6  = (1,2,3). 
Now, ~ = (1,3,2) is an induced automorphism on (~,6). 
fixes 2 points on (~, 6) the hyperedge and the face, while q~ fixes 2 points on 
(~,a) the hyperedge (8, 19, 12) and the face (1, 17, 5). Thus, the formula of Case 2 holds 
in this special case. 
4. Fixed points of induced automorphisms 
We now give the theorem that counts the fixed points of an induced automorphism 
in the general case. 
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Theorem 4.1. Let (~, a) be a hypermap admitting an automorphism ~k and an automor- 
phism group G such that G is normal in ( G,~ ), Then 
4eG 
where ~ is the permutation induced by O on the quotient hypermap (~f (co, a) with 
respect o G. 
Proof. In all this proof, we will denote the action of an automorphism q~ on 
a point c by the product cq5 namely ifc = (1, 2 . . . . .  m) then cO = (0(1), q5(2) . . . . .  ~b(m)). 
Let ? be a point of (c~,d) and suppose that C¢/= & that is C is fixed by t~. Let 
c be a lifting of C that is a point of (~, a) whose image in the quotient hypermap is 
precisely & 
Let us show first that any lifting c of ~ is fixed by some ~b~9 with ~ ~ G. If we lift 
?~ = ~ to (:t,a), there exists a cycle Cl such that cqJ = Cl and cl = c. Now the set of 
liftings of ~ is an orbit of G; thus there exists ~bl ~ G such that clq51 = c. Hence 
c~O = C~bl, that is c~Oq~l ~= c. But G is normal in (G, ff) so that cq~ff = c for some 
We now define S,, = {49 ~ G/cqSt) = c} and denote by Gc the stabilizer of c in G. 
Let us show then that IScI = IGcI. Let ~b~ . . . . .  Ok be the exhaustive list of the 
elements of S,.. They provide k equalities cq~¢)= c for i e {1 . . . . .  k}. If we now 
consider these equalities together with (qS~O)-~cq~lO = c, we have c~b~O = cqS~O i.e. 
cq51 = c~bi, or cOiO? 1 = c, which means that I G, I>~IS,.I. Conversely, let G,. contain 
k elements ~b~, . . . ,  qSk; they provide k equalities cqS~ = c for i ~ {1, . . . ,  k}. By the above 
discussion we can choose 0' in G such that cqS' o = c; thus c~biqS'O0 1(q5')-1 = C and 
cOi4)'~' = cq~'~b = c; this means that I S01 >1 1 ac I. 
Now ~,.~,~lS~l- -52~[G~1- IGI. The last equality follows because ? is an orbit 
of G. Thus, for each point C fixed by ~ we find that its liftings are fixed exactly 
- -  counting multiplicities - -  I G[ times. This shows that I G IZ(~) <<- Y,u,~s Z(4)~b). 
However, if a cycle c is fixed by an element of the form q5 0, then ? is fixed by ~; hence 
the result. []  
When G = Cp, as we already said, we have simpler formulas. They could be 
re-derived from Theorem 4.1, but with some computat ion still, so we just point to the 
reader the consistency with the general formula since Theorem 4.1 states that when 
G = Cp: 
p-1  
pzI(J) = X x(q,4)'). 
,=0 
Let us now give an example which shows how the formula works for general 
groups. 
Example 4.2. We give an example of the above results on a surface of genus 3 admit- 
ting an automorphism group of order 16. 
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Let (~, a) be the hypermap of genus 9 = 3: 
= (1, 2, 3, 4)(5, 6, 7, 8)(9, 10, 11, 12)(13, 14, 15, 16), 
= (1, 5, 9, 13)(2, 6, 10, 14)(3, 7, 11, 15)(4, 8, 12, 16), 
ct-la = (1, 14, 11, 8)(2, 15, 12, 5)(3, 16, 9, 6)(4, 13, 10, 7). 
Since c( and (r commute, Aut(ot, a) = (a,c(); thus this is a group of order 16 and 
isomorphic to C4 × C4. The Klein subgroup K generated by qSt and ~b2, where 
~bl = ~2 and q~2 = 02,  is normal in Aut(7, a). If we quotient (~, o) by K, we obtain the 
following hypermap (& 6) of genus 0: 
# = (i, ~) (~, Z 0, 
= (1, 3) (2, 4), 
~-1~ = (1,4)(2,3). 
Now, 6 is an induced automorphism on (~, 6) and fixes 2 points; the following 
automorphisms o, 0"~bl, aq~2 and trq~lq~2 fix 4, 0, 4 and 0 points on (c(, o), respectively, 
thus the formula holds in this special case. 
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